Le Fiesta De Gourmet-II – At ARIBAS, New Vallabh Vidyanagar

On March 14, 2015, food festival was organized and given a trendy name of “Le Fiesta De Gourmet - II” initiated at 9:30 in the morning and ended at 2:00 pm.

In the Fiesta, around fifteen stalls were provided to the participants from the committee and all of them were bought by more than 130 students, Ph.D scholar and one stall was also taken by teaching and non-teaching staff of institute. They all bought the material and prepared various dishes like chats, mocktails, panipuri, cakes, milkshakes, lassi, sandwiches, burgers, gulabjamun and few Mexican and Italian recipes.

A formal invitation was sent to all the five colleges of New V. V. Nagar campus to promote the event among the students study in so they visit and relish the delicacies made by the participants.

The purpose behind organizing such an event was to analyze and improve the “business-sense” of the students and to let them learn by themselves how to deal with a customer whether you are a businessman sitting in an air-conditioned chamber or a street-

food vendor working hard.

At the end of the day, the stall-holders showed a wonderful example of maintaining cleanliness by aggregating and dumping all the plastic waste and wasted edibles at the garbage-site.

It's hereby noticeable that the contribution and all the effort put in by the director Dr. Nilanjan Roy and the General Secretary Mr. Shrey Patel led this event to be remembered and made it successful.
An industrial tour was organized by ARIBAS on 21st March-15 for the students of GBT-VIII and IBT-VIII. Faculties Dr. Kalpesh Inshnava and Dr. Dipika Patel along with the director of ARIBAS, Dr. Nilanjan Roy accompanied the tour. The tour started from ARIBAS at early morning and the first place that was visited was "Muni Seva Ashram", Goraj. It is a lush green campus located at the outskirts of Baroda (20km) which runs on sustainable energy. It is an NGO which works for the welfare of orphans, specially-abled women, abandoned old people, money deprived people, etc. It also provides healthcare facilities including best cancer treatment and research. It is also equipped with a "gaushala", secondary and higher secondary school running on renewable energy. A trustee of "Muni Seva Ashram", Mr. Deepak Gadhia, who is a social Entrepreneur and a pioneer in the field of Solar Energy, briefed the students about the entire plant, how the plant work and applications. This was followed by a visit to a Gamma radiation plant at GIDC, Vadodara. It is the first ever y-radiation facility in Gujarat (the second branch is at Bavda, Ahmedabad in Gujarat). Everyday 30 ton good can be sterilized using Y-radiation by the plant. A brief orientation and working was given by the plant authorities and then the trip ended in the evening at ARIBAS, New Vallabh Vidyanagar.
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